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About This Content
The Wild West is all about swagger - and so are these costume themes. This Skin Pack is a great way to unlock all of 8 of the
current alternative costumes, and at the same time support the developers ability to continue expanding Secret Ponchos!
These skins are crafted with a lot of care: for each you'll see a new sculpted model, and hand painted textures. The "Grit"
costumes present the characters in the heat of action – sleeves rolled up and extra gear strapped on.
INCLUDED:
- Phantom Poncho "Grit" alternative costume
- Kid Red "Grit" alternative costume
- Killer "Grit" alternative costume
- Matador "Grit" alternative costume
- Deserter "Grit" alternative costume
- Gordo "Grit" alternative costume
**Bonus Phantom Poncho "Remorse" alternative costume
**Bonus Kidred "Remorse" alternative costume
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man.. this game is boring af. i dont recommend it. especially for its price! you get 66 puzzles and you have to finish them by
yourself. if youre stuck and dont know what to do, there us no clue or whatever. when you finish the game, nothing happens.
also it is pretty hard to get to previous levels. dont buy it!. This train is not very good, Sounds are so bad that they could just
have left it without sound. Model is not very good at all.. Only played for a short time, but so far so good. Graphics, music, SFX
all very nostalgic and true to the genre.. Excellent, had a lot of fun in this short game. But devs please take this game forward
and add more to it. So we can come back and play some more.. Seeing that the developer did the last update a year ago, there
seems to be little hope that this game gets good.
It has some potential, but too many flaws.
Pros:
- nice graphics
- decent voice acting
- some good jump scares
Cons:
- overused effects like specular lighting
- night too dark
- boring level design (the first house is just scattered with random objects)
- terrible(!) written journal messages
- boring "search for key and open doors"-errands
- player character doesn't react to environment at all (blood pools etc.)
Don't spend more than 2\u20ac for this until there has been a major update.
DAMNIT ITS THE GRAMAR MURDERERR, I CAN HEAR HE COMING AT FOR ME !!!. Great hidden object game,
good story, very interesting. It is easy to obtain all achievements and have a good time while playing. I recommend to buy it
from a bundle or with a discount.. who the heck put the onions in my room seriously ... Totally changing my review this is a
fantastic game and one of the best vr games i have played! The depth is incredible! 6 characters all with unique characters
backgrounds. I have just finished the first chapter and after following each character anyone of them could be the killer. If each
chapter is the same length as the first, there should be around 8 hours gameplay. So far it is story rich and emersive. I still think
the control system hinders this game a lot. I would love to put this on my list to introduce people who have never experienced
VR, but unfortunately the control system deters me from doing that. You do get used to the controls but i still get myself out of
position and find myself struggling to get a good vantage point and sometimes by the time i do, i have missed crucial plot points
and need to rewind. This for me would be a 10 out of 10 game it such a unique experience! However, due to the clunky controls
it loses a point and i give it a 9/10. Dont let controls deter you though this is money well spent. YAY! Another game! Much
harder than the first one, which either way is appreciated. I do enjoy seeing the pictures and what is commonly found in Italy
and originated there. The Lasagna is spelled as "lasagne", but now that is my favorite way of pronouncing it! And of course this
game helps you take your mind off things and just enjoy the challenges. Thank you for making this game! :)))

Extra notes: Went back and played it again. Achievements are working! The text on everything is off...BUT! It makes it really
fun\/funny -> such as: "tut_ice blocks". Heh heh. Still good and challenging. Woo!. Based off of the reviews I was excited to try
this one, graphics are good, mechanics are decent. Unfortunately this game is based around arena PvP unless you want to
"practice" with bots the whole time. Never once was I able to join a multi-player game, even after waiting 10 - 15 minutes at a
time. I did post on the discussion board asking if this was normal and at the time of this writing ~3 business days later I have not
received a response.
I would suggest the developer offer a few weekends free play so that more people can experience the game and hopefully build
a reasonable player base.
Otherwise, I would not recommend this game, there is no storyline and fighting against bots is not hugely difficult after your
first 15-30 minutes of getting the hang of the game.
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Call of Duty Mac Edition
-----------------------Yes i know wen you have A mac Or linux And you friend say Hey Dude you want to play COD And your Say No i have a
fuc*ing mac book and feeling like a idiot
__________________
Good Feed Back: I have Have A mac book And That i hate are you not can play cod
. It's feel like you playing on a windows And that feeling i LOVEEEEEEEEEEEEE
. love the story and have done story 1 :SDDDDDDDDDDDD
Not good feed back: It's take me 1 day to downlowd this game and Steam You fink a Mac gameer Come Play dise
I delit COD And Buy Cs go tf2 unterned and rocket league
. the Grafic sucks And the sound Sucks And you have buy the game for 50$
o get this game
--------------------------------------if you have the Cash Buy The Game But If you not have it dont buy it' have playing ones time :D
Thx for reading <33333333333333333333
see you later <333333333333333333333333333333. I shot anime girls and they liked it.
They stepped on me and I liked it.
10/10 everyone is happy. A really interesting otome game, where you are on your way to be a master pastry chef! At first I
found it a little confusing, but to be honest I was surprised of how good where the tests you take at the academy and the
character's routes. It's very entertaining and I like the fact that you actually need certain statistics to advance not only with the
story but to gain your favorite boy's heart! Because just "picking" the correct answer would be boring.
Highly recommend trying this one, I got it on sale and I wasn't expecting to play it for so many hours!! Loved it!. I really love
this game, it is very easy to play and has very simple mechanics, the only challenge is the ciruits. Every circuit is different and
gets you to think. I never found myself finding it too hard or too easy, even if i had to spend a while on some levels.. very very
bad game 1\/10!!!. This game is an emotional rollercoaster.. No Left-Handed mode = Unplayable. Also, enemies don't react
when hit. Bullets don't land where red dot is pointing on the assault rifle. Terrible. Instant refund for me.. Drive through
buildings and ♥♥♥♥ up green cars while pew pew pewing enemy gangs.. Runs poorly, uninspired, and really bad interface
designing.
This is literally just a trading card farming game.. like it a lot
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